
Maria Damanaki, Commissioner for Maritime Affairs and Fisheries on her political 
priorities.  
 
 

1. You have set the promotion of the ‘blue development’ programme as your 
personal objective during your period of office as Commissioner for Maritime 
Affairs and Fisheries. Can the sea provide the solution to cut through the 
Gordian knot of the Greek economic crisis? What do the other EU Member 
States think of the plan, particularly those without a long coastline? 

 
 
I see the drawing up and promotion of the ‘blue development’ programme, which the 
Commission set as an objective as early as 2008, as the major challenge during my 
period of office. As someone from a country for which the sea has always been not 
only a source of life and a means of communication but also a determining factor in 
development, power and wealth, I am in a position to grasp the sea’s enormous 
potential for the whole of the European Union. I will therefore do my best to support 
every effort to demonstrate how the new means of economic development that Europe 
is seeking can be provided by the sea. Of course, this requires a coherent development 
plan that has a broad perspective and ensures the sustainability of the marine 
environment. A new concept of the sea is needed: the sea as a single, shared, global 
asset, with particular regional and local characteristics that we must both respect and 
defend. On the basis of these principals, we are working intensely to integrate all the 
individual EU policies into one comprehensive ‘blue development’ plan. We have 
already begun drawing up specific regional strategies for the different sea basins (the 
Baltic Sea, the Mediterranean) and are preparing similar ones for the Atlantic, the 
North Sea and the Black Sea. These strategies are accompanied by funding 
programmes for maritime spatial planning, measures to acquire a thorough knowledge 
of the sea, comprehensive surveillance activities, research, measures to exploit the 
sea’s potential as an energy source, training for young people in the maritime 
professions and the creation of new ‘blue’ jobs. This policy obviously principally but 
not exclusively affects the coastal Member States. It also affects land-locked Member 
States that carry out a large proportion of their trade by sea or are active in maritime 
technology and research and marine-based industries. 
 
Greece is clearly in a position to take maximum advantage of this policy, cost-free. I 
am not referring only to better use of the capacity and potential that, in any case, 
Greek oceanic shipping offers, or to the development potential of high-quality beach 
tourism. I am also thinking of other sectors that are less well known but every bit as 
important, such as mariculture, sustainable fisheries, coastal shipping and the 
enormous potential for energy generation that the sea provides. So, by harnessing the 
sea's potential, Greece will be able to navigate more easily through the storm of the 
current economic crisis. 
 

2. Do you think that the strategy the Greek Government is implementing to 
overcome the economic crisis is the right one? Will further painful measures 
need to be taken? Are you concerned that the resulting downturn will cancel 
out any benefits gained from the public spending cuts and tax rises? 

 



The Greek Government was facing a serious dilemma of historic proportions that can 
be summed up in a few words: either bankruptcy or restructuring at whatever cost. It 
made the obvious, and correct, choice. The results after the first two months permit 
reasonable optimism. The European Union is therefore not asking for any additional 
measures. However, we are at the start of a difficult journey that will take time and 
adjustments are going to be needed at every turn. The threat of a downturn has not 
gone away and still looms large for the whole of the euro zone. One after the other, all 
European States have been adopting tough austerity programmes. In a globalised 
economy nothing can be taken for granted and no-one can claim that they can sort out 
their own affairs unaided. That is a fact. However, budget cuts and taxes alone will 
not be enough. We need a new plan to regenerate the productive sector that can bring 
about a return to growth and development. 
 

3. Should we view the threat of bankruptcy as being a very distant possibility 
now that Greece has made use of the joint support mechanism or has the threat 
not yet been averted? 

 
We need to realise that the worst has been avoided for the moment. Yet sustained 
effort is needed to prove that we are meeting our commitments, to regain our 
credibility and to ensure better days in the future. 
 

4. There are more and more calls in the euro zone for the harmonisation of 
Member States’ economic policies, i.e. genuine economic governance. Do you 
believe this to be likely in the near future or will individual national and 
specific local interests again get the upper hand? 

 
Many people who were only yesterday opposed to or wary of the idea of economic 
governance are today realising that the euro cannot survive without a unified 
economic policy. Some of us have been pointing this out for some time, in fact since 
the creation of the single currency. Now, however, although much later than should 
have been the case, this is no longer in dispute. The European Institutions are now 
moving towards achieving this aim. This is what we are endeavouring to achieve and 
I, personally, am doing all I can. I do not underestimate the difficulties or the danger 
that, faced with the impact of the crisis, some will return to the policies of the past, 
but I believe that we have one main reason to be optimistic: In today’s conditions, 
retrenchment behind national borders will, in the long term, not benefit anyone. 
 

5. How do you see the future of the single European currency? Do the socialists 
have a convincing policy for solving the financial crisis and to what extent can 
they influence developments in a European Union dominated by centre-right 
governments? 

 
As a Member of the Commission, I shall avoid getting involved in a discussion that 
could undermine the common European endeavour. Today no-one can claim to have a 
magic solution to get us out of the crisis and the serious emerging downturn. There is 
an open discussion to which all political forces are invited to contribute. Obviously, 
the balance of power is always crucial. However, do not forget that these are 
extraordinary circumstances and what was yesterday taken for granted, is today 
questioned and by tomorrow may be totally out of the question. I have experienced a 
lot of surprises facing the changes in a lot of political positions under the pressure of 



the latest economic circumstances. Europe has always moved forward through crises 
and contradictions and we must recognise that, despite shortcomings and delays, the 
overall results are positive. 
 

6. How can the EU intervene in the operation of the international markets 
effectively to defend the euro? Is there any scope for addressing phenomena 
such as the controversial and, in many cases, uncontrolled activities of the 
rating agencies? 

 
This is a crucial question and is what most concerns us. The Commission has drawn 
up a series of specific measures for the supervision of financial markets and the 
coordination of economic governance. This is not easy and will take time and, of 
course, international agreement. But a start has been made and the most important 
thing is that the belief in self-regulation of the markets is now a thing of the past. We 
have now set a course that I believe will have a positive impact on the euro and, what 
is critical, on protecting the income of European citizens. With regard to the lack of 
credibility of the rating agencies, I should like to say that both President Barroso and 
the Commissioner responsible, Olli Rehn, have recently complained openly about the 
bizarre activities, which have forfeited all credibility, of these illustrious rating 
agencies. However, we are doing much more than just attempting to establish the 
truth. The Commission now discusses about setting a European Rating Agency that 
would operate on the basis of jointly agreed rules and would be subject to the 
regulatory control of the Member States. This is the best response in practice to the 
sporadic events that impact on the financial stability of the euro zone. 


